Product Profile: Graphlar® / Graphlex® Backing Specification

Graphlar and Graphlex are Interface’s high performance backing systems that use a carbon polymerized composite including fiberglass for added dimensional stability.

**Features and Benefits**

1. Proven performance
   - Successfully used for sixty years in the commercial flooring market worldwide

2. Needlepunch Halfcloth and Bitumen construction
   - Backing can be installed without a full spread of adhesive so that it uses adhesive and is completely releasable.

3. Reclamable through ReEntry®, the Interface Carpet Reclamation Program

4. Dimensional Stability
   - Fiberglass reinforcement for improved dimensional stability

5. Meets IAQ testing protocols
   - Meets the requirements of the Carpet and Rug Institute’s Green Label Plus*

*Styles using Graphlar or Graphlex backing, including Flor, Super Flor Deco, H723, H725 and Scandinavian, manufactured by Interface Europe, have been tested to ensure that they meet or exceed the emission standards of the Carpet and Rug Institute’s Green Label Plus program. Berkeley Analytical Associates assigned Report Number 201-008-02A to identify these results.

**Performance Specifications**

- Radiant Panel (ISO 9239/1) ≤ 450
- Smoke Density (ASTM E-662) ≤ 450
- Dimensional Stability (ISO 2551 / EN986) ≤ 0.3%

**Installation**

TacTiles® connectors, XL Brands Grid-Set Adhesive 2000 - U.S., XL Brands Grid-Set Adhesive 2500 - Canada

**Warranty**

Interface Standard 15 Year Product Warranty

To find out more about Graphlar / Graphlex backings, contact your local Interface Account Executive or visit us on the web at www.interface.com.